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Off label use of CA125
1. HCC – how many MRIs to detect one liver cancer?
2. Gastric – how many EGDs with biopsy to detect one gastric cancer?
3. Pancreatic – CT -> endoscopic ultrasound and biopsy - # per pancreatic cancer detected
4. Breast – existing screening modality – but 12-33 positive on mammography per cancer, and 5-6 biopsies per breast cancer detected by mammography. Same goal for blood test?
5. Lung Cancer – LDCT -> Bx via thoracotomy - # thoracotomies/cancer
6. Ovarian – # surgeries per OVCA detected
Stage Shift

Basis of Early Detection: Disease is more curable in early stages

- Breast, colon, lung, cervical cancer
- Ovarian, kidney, liver cancer
- Brain cancer, pancreatic cancer

Stage Shift as surrogate endpoint

Analogous to PFS instead of OS in therapeutic trials
- Earlier endpoint – shorter trial, fewer patients
- PFS is predictive of OS
Stage Shift

Potential Definitions

Increase in proportion of cases detected in early stage disease
• Overdiagnosis: PSA and prostate cancer

Decrease in proportion of cases detected in late stage disease
• Inverse of proportion in early stage – overdiagnosis

Decrease in absolute incidence of late stage disease
• Reduces number of cases in late stage
• Eventually leads to reduction in mortality
• Reduces sample size
• Reduces duration

• Claim: this endpoint increases sample size compared to proportion
Ovarian Cancer Early Detection Trials in the High-Risk Population

1. CGN/EDRN/SPORE/GOG-0199 screening trials
2. UKFOCSS – UK Familial Ovarian Cancer Screening Study

Early Stage in BRCA1 women – 10% JAMA 2000
Pilot Screening Trial of High-Risk Women
CGN, Ovarian SPOREs, EDRN Collaboration

Prospective US multi-center single arm screening trial

Aim: Determine stage shift compared to historical controls

2,400 high risk women followed every 3 months with ROCA

High Risk:
• Proband BRCA positive, or 1st or 2nd degree relative
• Two or more breast or ovarian cancers in self, or 1st or 2nd degree relatives (same lineage)
• Ashkenazi Jewish descent and one close relative with breast or ovarian cancer
GOG-199 Study (PI: Mark Greene)

- Compare outcomes in high risk women choosing between
  - RRSO
  - Screening with longitudinal CA125

- 1,600 women enrolled in screening arm

- Five years of screening – every 3 months
CA125 in 3 women with occult ovarian cancer & 3 women without ovarian cancer
Between Women Sources of CA125 Variability

Within Woman Sources of CA125 Variability

Three Women with Two Serial CA125 Levels
All Women have Same Slope yet have Decreasing Levels of the Risk of Ovarian Cancer

"Velocity" unreliable
Red Dots: CA125 Values
Green Line: Flat Pattern
Yellow Line: Elbow Pattern

Initial odds: From woman’s age

Z-values: Distance from Pattern to CA125 values. Smaller distance implies pattern is more likely.

Final Distance:
• Sum of squared Z values
• Divided by CA125 variability $\sigma^*$

Odds: Ratio of average “yellow” to average “green” distance

Final odds: (Initial odds) * (odds ratio)

Probability: Odds/(Odds+1)

Integrate over multivariate posterior distribution using Markov chain Monte-Carlo draws
Longitudinal CA125 Design

Regular CA125 Test

Risk of Ovarian Cancer Calculation based on longitudinal CA125 values

- Normal: Risk < low
- Intermediate: low < Risk < high
- Elevated: Risk > high

1st Level Follow-up: TVS

2nd Level Follow-up: TVS & Gyn Onc
CGN-EDRN-SPORE & GOG-199

13,080 screening-years > 38,000 CA-125 tests

ROCA
• 2,269 eligible subjects
• 6,979 screening-years

GOG-199
• 1,458 eligible subjects
• 6,101 screening-years
Early detection of ovarian cancer via ROCA even though CA125 remains below 35 U/mL.

Stage Shift

CGN-EDRN-SPORE-GOG (13,080 WSY  19 cases)
50% vs. 10% (historical control)  p = 0.016  CCR 2017

UKFOCSS                           (13,728 WSY  19 cases)
53% vs. 6% (diagnosed > 1 yr after end of screening)  p < 0.001  JCO 2017

3.3-fold greater incidence than normal risk (1 in 2,300/yr)
• Family history rather than BRCA carriers
• Lower risk spectrum
Stage Shift

High-Risk
- comparison to historical control or close contemporary
- 3-fold decrease in WSY

Normal Risk RCT – surrogate endpoint
- Late stage incidence reduction (if concern re overdiagnosis)
- Reduced sample size
- Shorter duration to surrogate endpoint
- Follow-up to mortality

Correlation between reduction in late stage and mortality reduction
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